Whose 10.1

Make little dialogues like the example

1 your bike / black and purple
   Whose bike is this? It is your bike. It is black and purple.

2 her hat / light blue

3 your jacket / light brown

4 your bike / new

5 his jumper / blue

6 our tv / portable

Soluzioni:
(1) Whose bike is this? It is your bike. It is black and purple. (2) Whose hat is this? It is her hat. It is light blue. (3) Whose jacket is this? It is your jacket. It is light brown. (4) Whose bike is this? It is your bike. It is new. (5) Whose jumper is this? It is his jumper. It is blue. (6) Whose tv is this? It is our tv. It is portable
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